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DSP1500L

200W Slave Steerable Speakers Speaker

The DSP1500L can be either used as a conventional Column Speaker or a Phased Array Column Speaker
by changing the wiring of the connection ports.With 4-ohm adapter cable, DSP1500L is equivalent to a
conventional column speaker whose resistance is 4 ohm; With D5M connection cable, the whole unit works
as a phased array column speaker.

 With several full-band speaker units, with a wide reduction frequency.
 With built-in high-performance DSP patented algorithm sidelobe suppression.
 With innovative design, it can project the acoustic center of the array to up to three audience areas.
 With adjustable vertical sound directivity, which can evenly emit sound down to the specified direction

and greatly reduce the upward emission of sound, and attenuate the acoustic reflection of the ceiling.
 The digital speaker with an anti-reverberation system, which can increase the speech intelligibility in a

reverberation environment.
 Can display and edit the 3D emission model synthesized by the speaker array on the user interface.
 With built-in multi-band FIR+IIR equalizer.
 Can connect a dedicated passive speaker and a dedicated subwoofer for applications in different

scenarios.
 With built-in ultra-high sensitivity input signal detection function, for flexible start and stop noise

reduction.
 The column speaker shell is made of aluminummaterial.
 With beautiful appearance, suitable for speech and background music playback in various conference

halls, museums, and concert halls.

Description

Features
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Connection Interface

Bracket port

Model DSP1500L
Ambient temperature 0℃ ~ 50℃

Speaker 8×4’’
DC Resistance 4 OHM±15%

Power 200W
Package Size (mm)

(L × W ×H)
270×260×1156

Dimensions
(L × W ×H)

124.7×139×1024

Gross Weight （Kg） 13kg
Net Weight (Kg) 10kg

Specifications

Rear Panel
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